
Super Easy VIKING KNIT Wire Weaving Technique – Jeanne Peters 
 

    
 

Viking Knit is very versatile. It can be used to make bracelets, necklaces, pendants, jewelry 
components and even bezels. It is simple to learn, very easy on the hands and works up very quickly. 
 
First we will make a “basket” to put on a dowel using scrap or telephone wire. Then we will begin 
weaving around the basket with 22 or 24 gauge wire. Viking knit goes quickly and we should have 
time to finish a bracelet-length of weaving. I will show you how to add wire to the weaving as you go 
along, how to remove the weaving from the dowel and how to use the “draw board”  (a board with 
various sized holes ) to make your weaving any thickness you want. 
I will show you many finishing techniques for the ends of your Viking knit and demonstrate how to 
make hand forged jump rings and an S hook for your bracelet and you can make your own. I will also 
bring Liver of Sulphur for you to patinate your work if you wish. 
 
Tools and Materials: 
Wire: Michael’s has a nice supply in their beading department  (please get only the brass, silver color 
or copper for your first project). You will need about 5 yards of  22 or 24-gauge wire  
Needle tool, or tapestry needle or any large blunt needle (not plastic), or a thin skewer 
Round nose pliers 
Flat nose pliers 
Wire cutters 
000 size steel wool 
A steel bench block if you have one 
A chasing hammer or ordinary hammer 
 
You will also need a 6” long dowel, ½ or 5/8 inch diameter and a  “draw board” . I will have a number 
of these for you to use, or purchase. 
I will bring a selection of tools and materials, as well, in case you don’t have your own. 
I will have  22 and 24 gauge brass, nickel silver and copper wire available, plus wire for jump rings, s 
hooks, various end caps and rings in copper, brass and silver tone. 
 
There will be a $5 fee for handouts and miscellaneous supplies.  


